Extends Life of Fresh Foods
Limits Food Waste
Reduces Fridge Odors
Convenient Compact Design

Nature’s way to clean and protect our environment...
The BerryBreeze Story

At BerryBreeze, we have a passion to prove that eating the recommended dose
of 5-7 servings of fruits and vegetables each day is the simplest change we can
make to achieve optimal health.
Even when we have the best intentions to make healthy food choices as often as
we can, the truth is that life gets in the way of healthy eating. So we asked …
What can we do to make healthy, natural foods just as convenient as
choosing the less healthy, processed alternatives?
Our quest to find the answer led us to create a solution that would remove the
largest barrier people face when it comes to eating healthy - keeping natural fruits
and vegetables easily accessible and fresh at home.
The days of sacrificing nutrition for convenience are over. We’ve come up with
a system to prevent fruits and vegetables from spoiling too soon. Now people
everywhere are discovering just how easy it can be to keep handfuls of fresh
fruits and vegetables within reach. We are proud to provide an exceptional
product that makes saying YES to healthy food choices easier and more
convenient than ever before.

How does the Fridge Fresh unit work?
The science is complex, but the concept is simple. The Fridge Fresh unit creates an oxygen-rich
environment inside your refrigerator to extend the life of fresh produce, and saves fruits and vegetables
from spoiling too soon.
The Fridge Fresh unit releases oxygen in its most powerful form, O3, through a patented timed sequence
to combat microorganisms inside your refrigerator that trigger fresh fruits and vegetables to decay at an
accelerated rate.
In addition, O3 contributes to neutralizing ethylene gas, a natural plant hormone released by fruits and
vegetables, that speeds up the ripening process.
By addressing all of these elements inside your refrigerator that cause fresh foods to spoil prematurely,
Fridge Fresh technology keeps fruits and vegetables in a “living” stage longer, extending their shelf life.

The Fridge Fresh unit
WORKS FROM TOP TO BOTTOM
The Fridge Fresh unit works throughout the entire refrigerator to keep food fresh, even in the crisper
drawer. As long as you have the Fridge Fresh unit inside the fridge, it’s working to keep your produce
fresh longer for you.

EASY AND CONVENIENT
The Fridge Fresh unit is convenient and hassle free. The device requires no disposable filters or
absorption packs to replace. Just insert the 4 “D” size batteries, place the device on the top shelf of your
refrigerator, and let the refrigerator magic begin.

REDUCES FRIDGE ODORS
The Fridge Fresh unit reduces odors in your refrigerator caused by many foods, including leftovers.
Reducing the odor level in your refrigerator can help prevent the transfer of odors from one food to
another, keeping your refrigerator smelling fresh and clean.

Important Product Information

It’s never been easier to eat fresh.
The Fridge Fresh unit is a lightweight (9.1 oz.), battery-operated O3 generator, with an exterior housing.
It is constructed of high quality ABS polymer plastic, requiring four (4) “D” size batteries for operation
(batteries not include).
While generating O3, the LED light on the front of the Fridge Fresh unit glows green. When in standby
mode, the LED light blinks sporadically.
When the batteries are low the LED light will turn red, indicating that it’s time to replace the batteries.
Battery life is estimated at approximately 3-4 months before requiring replacement.
The Timing Sequence
The Fridge Fresh unit uses a microprocessor to control its automatic operating system. Once your Fridge
Fresh unit is activated, it will generate O3 continuously for the first 60-minutes of operation. After the first
cycle is complete, the Fridge Fresh unit will automatically switch to standby mode for the next 170-minutes.
At the conclusion of the first standby mode period, the Fridge Fresh unit will automatically activate itself to
generate O3 for 10-minutes. Then, it will repeat, again and again, a cycle of 230-minutes in standby mode
and 10-minutes in generation mode until the batteries require replacement. The initial activation process
will begin again when you replace the batteries and reassemble the upper half of the Fridge Fresh unit with
the lower half (battery compartment).

Operating Instructions.
STEP 1

Open the box and remove your Fridge Fresh unit from the packaging material.
(PLEASE RECYCLE)

STEP 2

Press both tabs on the sides of the Fridge Fresh unit at the same time to separate
the top half from the lower half (battery compartment). Insert four (4) “D” batteries
properly into the lower battery compartment of the unit
(Batteries not included).

STEP 3

Firmly reattach the lower half of the Fridge Fresh unit to the top half. Once the two
halves are securely attached, the light on the front of the Fridge Fresh unit will turn
solid green. After the first 60-minutes, the green light will blink sporadically to let you
know when it’s operating in standby mode. The light will turn red to remind you when
it’s time to change the batteries.
For more information about the timing sequence, see opposite page.
• Easy to use and maintenance free. There are no absorption packs or filters to clean.

For Best Results
Activate the Fridge Fresh unit and place it on the top shelf of your
refrigerator. Anywhere on the top shelf will do, even if it’s buried
deep in the back. Placement on the top shelf ensures the activated
oxygen will circulate most efficiently from top to bottom inside your
refrigerator.
After activation, the Fridge Fresh unit should remain on the top
shelf of the refrigerator and be operated without interruption. It’s
best to keep your refrigerator door closed during the first 6-8 hours
of operation.
The stainless steel ventilation system on top of your Fridge Fresh
unit is designed to disperse the O3 throughout your refrigerator.
Condensation may occur when the Fridge Fresh is removed from
the refrigerator and it comes into contact with the warmer air
outside.
To avoid corrosion of components and/or batteries, potentially
causing a malfunction, do not remove the Fridge Fresh unit from
the refrigerator except to quickly replace the batteries.

Frequently Asked Questions
Will the Fridge Fresh unit work on my produce when stored in their bins?
YES, Since the crisper bins and drawers in your refrigerator are not air tight or sealed, the molecules of
activated oxygen can easily penetrate these spaces. The contents inside your crisper bins will benefit
from the powerful effects of O3, as long as the air can reach the surface of your fruits and vegetables.
It is best to store your produce in its natural state as you may find them at the market, outside of bags
and containers

Does the Fridge Fresh unit come with a warranty?
Yes, we offer a full one-year warranty on the Fridge Fresh unit. If for some reason you experience a
problem with the product, simply contact us and we’ll be happy to help. That said, we don’t expect you
to have any problems. Visit fridgefresh.com to register for your warranty today.

How much longer will my food stay fresh?
Storage life varies depending on quality and freshness at time of purchase, temperature and humidity
in the refrigerator, and other factors. Be sure to visit our website to learn more tips and techniques you
can use to store your fruits and vegetables so they can last as long as possible for you.
Visit www.fridgefresh.com for answers to more frequently asked questions.

Cautions
Do not remove the Fridge Fresh unit from your refrigerator while in operation. Avoid breathing
ozone directly through the top of the stainless steel vents. Do not disassemble the upper half of
the Fridge Fresh unit to avoid electric shock. Do not put the Fridge Fresh unit in your freezer.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Failure to insert batteries in the correct polarity, as indicated on the battery compartment,
may shorten the battery life or may cause batteries to leak.
Do not mix old and new batteries.
Do not mix Alkaline, Standard (Carbon-Zinc) or Rechargeable (Nickel Cadmium) or
(Nickel Metal Hydride) batteries.
Remove batteries if exhausted.
Do not dispose of batteries in fire.
Keep batteries away from children. If swallowed, consult a physician immediately.
Batteries should be recycled or disposed of as per manufacturer’s recommendations.
4 D batteries required, not included.

Keep The FridgeFresh unit out of the reach of children

KEEP IT FRESH. KEEP IT LIVE.®

BerryBreeze® US Patent No.: 7,687,040 B2 • For more information visit our website at www.FridgeFresh.com

